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Create a custom 404 page

Introduction

The default error 404 -  in  eCom shows the home page. Page Not Found Lightspeed
There is no setting to change this behavior at the moment. Some themes have a custom 404 page but most 
don't. 
This guide helps you setup a custom 404 page.

Requirements

Get Started

Add the 404 Snippet

Go to Design  Theme Editor  Create a new snippet  Give it a name

Expertise

These instructions require intermediate knowledge of the theme editor.

Advanced Article

This is an advanced article, not supported by  and provided as is. We recommend contacting a  partner or a third party Lightspeed Lightspeed
developer if you are not sure on how to continue. Before enabling the theme editor, !be aware of the consequences

https://ecom-support.lightspeedhq.com/hc/en-us/articles/220662147-Consequences-of-activating-the-theme-editor
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2 Add the error message

Add the message you want to show to visitor. You can copy/paste the code below into your 404 snippet:

404-page.rain

<h1>{{ 'Whooops, something went wrong' | t }}</h1>
<h2>{{ 'Page Not Found' | t }}</h2>

Include the snippet

Open the  page and copy/paste the code below on top of the page:index.rain

index.rain

{% if page.status == '404' %}
{% include 'snippets/404-page.rain' %}
{% else %}
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And at the end of the page add:

index.rain

{% endif %}

Test!

Open your store front and add some gibberish to the URL

Tweak...

You probably have to add some custom CSS to make the message look nice.
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For example, you can add a class to the h1 and h2 heading:

404-page.rain

<h1 class="title-404">{{ 'Whooops, something went wrong' | t }}</h1>
<h2 class="sub-404">{{ 'Page Not Found' | t }}</h2>

Then, you will need to add the CSS code below under Design > Theme Settings > Custom CSS:

Custom CSS

/* 404 error styling */
.title-404,
.sub-404 {
        text-align: center;
        font-size: 150%;
          padding: 2%;
}
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